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1. Physics of the proposed emission process 

Radiation from a charge accelerated along its path or Linear Acceleration Emis
sion (LAE) involves a number of subtleties (Pauli 1921; Ginzburg 1970, 1989). 
Potential interest of the mechanism for astrophysics has been pointed out by 
Wagoner (1969). Melrose (1978) and Rowe (1995) have studied amplified LAE 
from time-varying electric fields for radio pulsars. In contrast with the latter 
work our calculations are for static electric field structures or double layers (DLs) 
as are thought to occur in magnetospheres of neutron stars. In ordinary stellar 
atmospheres a LAE maser can operate in non-relativistic DLs (Kuijpers 1990) 
at a frequency w w kDLv « 2n/ttr, and a wave vector k ± {EDL,B} with 
kDL — 2n/L (L is the DL length, v is the particle speed, and ttr is the transit 
time of the DL by the particle). The emission process can be considered as 
scattering of the electrostatic electric field on fast electrons into electromagnetic 
radiation satisfying the resonance condition: u — k-v = uDL — kDL-vm —kDL-v, 
when the frequency of the radiated mode in the frame of the emitting electron 
equals the Doppler shifted frequency of the electric field of the DL (DL wave 
frequency UJDL « 0). For relativistic DLs, as are applicable to pulsar magneto-
spheres, the emission is expected to be beamed under an angle 0 w 7" 1 and the 
frequency of emission boosted (w w kDLv(l — vcosO/c)-1 w j2kDLv). 

2. Approximations 

We model the DL by a static, localized, uniform electric field Eo antiparallel 
to the magnetic field B. We neglect pair creation and choose an initial one-
dimensional electron distribution with positive slope p entering the DL: f(j) = 
Njp(p+ l ) / (Ti+ — To+ )> To < 7 < Ti- We treat the electromagnetic wave as 
a pure vacuum wave, and perturb around the unperturbed particle trajectory 
(v w c). We assume that \k • ^(t)\ < n/2 and \k • ?{t)\ > \k • ^ \ 2 over the 
integration interval, which, in terms of the initial and, respectively, final Lorentz 
factors 7i, j{, implies k £ ny?/(Lcos6), k < 47i47f/[73(£)Z,cos0], where 6 is 

the angle between k and v. Since the acceleration between t = 0 and t = ttr 
(ttr — L/c is the transit time for an electron) strongly decreases with the Lorentz 
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factor (oc 7 - 3 ) , while the Lorentz factor in the relativistic regime changes as 
•y(t) — 7i(l + ^^tCt) = 7«(1 + t/T0), we limit the integration in the first-order 
current density to the interval t = 0 to t — To = 7j7nec/e.Eo- We also take the 
limit of small angles with respect to the electric field: 0 ~ 7i~

1(c/i>(0))1/2 where 
the incoherent emission is boosted with a factor 7j10c/u(°) (7; and t;(°) are related 
by t/°) = c(l -7; - 2 ) 1 / 2 ) - Finally we assume that amplification conditions remain 
constant along a ray path inside the DL. 

3. Results 

We find that coherent radio emission can be produced at frequencies W/2TT £ 
0.5jf/ro, where 7,- is the Lorentz factor of the particles entering the DL and 
r0 = fim.gc/eEo is their characteristic acceleration time. The radiation occurs 
at an angle f~l with respect to the particle orbit (the magnetic field). As 
the electric field in the DL is maintained by the rotation of the magnetized 
neutron star, it remains constant on the time scale of the emission process and 
the mechanism can be considered a true maser. With the usual Rayleigh-Jeans 
definition of the brightness temperature we finally arrive at 

where we have used an amplification length s = L/cos(l /7) « L, n7 = N(p + 

l)/(7f+1 - 7 g + 1 ) . V 7 = mec/eE0, T5 = r 2 ( p + 5)-17p+6|:£ and T6 = T2(p + 
6)_17P+6|^J. We have studied the dependence of the brightness temperature of 
LAE on various parameters (Volwerk and Kuijpers 1996). We find that bright
ness temperatures of 1031 K at radio frequencies can be obtained from electron 
beams with small Lorentz factors (7 a few). 
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